$8	ASOKA AND HIS HOUSE
rising sun lights up the rich texture of its sculptures, may
be seen a great procession of men and elephants to a tree
around which is a low building, and on the side lintels
are pairs of splendid peacocks and winged lions. These
symbols give us the key to the meaning of the procession.
The great Asoka, whose crest is the peacock, is coming to
pay honour to the Bo-tree under which the 'Lion of the
Sakyas', the Buddha, obtained enlightenment. We see
the king getting down from his kneeling elephant, and
pouring a libation before the tree. Turning to the books
we discover the old story of the jealousy of one of his
queens whose 'evil eye* had bewitched the tree, until it
began to wither. Asoka hears of this and comes with
bowls of scented water to revive it.
Above this scene are representations of Asokan Pillars,
and upon other gateways are depicted his pilgrimage to
the Deer Park of the Buddha's first sermon. We see the
Emperor with two of his queens coming to the park,
which is indicated by the Wheel of the Law and by deer;
and below this is a second panel which represents Asoka
in his Chariot, with his courtiers about him. The Emperor
has left us his own account of these pilgrimages, which
took the place in the India of his day of the hunt and the
games in which other kings had delighted.
The gateways at Sanchi cannot be said to give us a
portrait of Asoka; but not very far away in Bhopal State
is a group of caves once occupied by Buddhist monks,
and on the wall of one of these is a magnificent fresco
which may well represent the Emperor at the critical
moment of his conversion to Buddhism. A young and
princely figure is seen seated on the royal elephant, amidst
a great procession. As the great beasts swing forward and
eager crowds receive the victor returning from a war of
conquest, his eye lights on a group of yellow-robed mendi-
cants seated by the roadside. He looks up startled, and
the lotus droops in his hand. A great Indian artist, Nanda
Lai Bose, the first in our time to copy this stupendous
work of art, thinks that it is Asoka, stabbed awake by the

